
TIBETAN BUDDHISM 



Tantra: The Third Turning Of The Wheel 

• It developed into a distinctive Buddhist tradition 

between the 4th and 10th centuries CE. 

• The Vajrayana (“the vehicle of the diamond or 

thunderbolt”) 

• Also called Mantrayana (“the vehicle of the 

mantras or sacred chants”) 

• Sometimes referred to as Northern Buddhism 





The importance of the siddha or guru 



Role Of The Guru In Tantric Buddhism 

• Tantric powers are said to be useless without the 

siddha’s guidance and blessing – the chela 

(student or disciple) is required to give absolute 

submission and devotion. 

• Role of secret, supplementary teachings and 

initiation. 

• Exoteric vs. esoteric. 

• The siddha within Tantric Buddhism is sometimes 

referred to as the “Fourth Jewel.” 



Mantras 

• Mantras are prayers or magical formulae, usually 

in Sanskrit, which lead the devotee towards the 

Buddha and protect the initiate against malign 

forces. 

• They consist of a sequence of mystic syllables 

and typically do not easily translate into 

understandable phrases. 

• The mantra becomes an object of meditation 

itself. 

• Mantras are often written down and placed inside 

a hollow image or container. 





Tibetan monks work on a sand mandala in Kelowna 



A three-dimensional mandala as a votive offering 



Indonesia’s Borobodur temple is laid out as a mandala 



A ghanta (bell) 

and a vajra (“the 

lord of stones”) 



The yab-yum 

image: 

 

Erotic symbolism 

and/or practices can 

be used to represent 

not just the union of 

male and female but 

the transcending of 

all dualities. 



B.  Tibetan Religious History 



Tibet has 

often been 

portrayed in 

the West as 

“Shangri-La,” 

a mountain 

utopia frozen 

in time 





Tibetan Buddhism:  The Early History 

• Myth and history blend in the traditional accounts 

of the introduction of Buddhism to Tibet. 

• One legend suggests that the people of Tibet 

descended from the children of a monkey and a 

female demon. 

• The story of early Buddhism is often presented as 

a record of triumph of Buddhist dharma over the 

demonic forces of darkness opposing it. 

• In the early seventh century CE, a strong and 

expansive empire emerged from amongst Tibet’s 

jostling tribes. 



A door in Tibet 

displays some of 

the symbols of the 

nation’s 

indigenous Bon 

religion 



A painting 

representing the 

life story of Tonpa 

Sherap, the 

legendary founder 

of the Bon faith 



The Tibetan king Songtsen Gampo (r. c. 620-50 CE) 

is portrayed flanked by his Chinese and Nepalese Buddhist wives 



King Trisong Detsen, 

a devout Buddhist, 

would invite the 

Indian sage 

Padmasambhava to 

Tibet in 774 CE 



Padmasambhavsa is said to have been born from a multi-coloured lotus 



The completion of Samye Monastery in 766 CE is traditionally 

highlighted as marking the inauguration of monastic Buddhism in Tibet  



Mount Tise from the middle of Lake La Ngak 



The Great Debate or Council of Lhasa 

• According to tradition, this took place at the 

Samye Monastery in 793-94 CE. 

• The disputants were the Chinese Ch’an master 

Moheyan and the Indian guru Kamalasila. 

• The Indian gradualist perspective seems to have 

been victorious as opposed to the contending 

Chinese position that enlightenment can come in 

a sudden flash of insight. 



A disciple of 

Padmasambhava 

(Guru Rinpoche), 

Lhalung Palgi 

Dorge is credited 

with assassinating 

the evil king 

Langdarma 



The Second Emanation 

• Tibet’s kingdoms fragmented during the 9th and 

10th centuries CE. 

• Tibetan mystics and translators who travelled to 

India in search of enlightenment and Indian 

missionaries would play a prominent role in the 

next great wave of Buddhist expansion. 



Rinchen Sangpo 

travelled to India to 

collect texts and to 

study with Tantric 

masters.  He is now 

best known as a 

celebrated translator 



The Bengali adept Atisa 

was invited to Tibet by 

the Guge king Yeshe-o 

in 1042 CE.  He would 

remain in Tibet until his 

death in 1054.  His Path 

to Enlightenment 

introduced Tibetans to 

intellectually rigorous 

Mahayana traditions.  

His instructions led to 

the founding of the 

Kadampa order, the 

first school of 

Buddhism in Tibet. 



Atisa’s disciple Dromdon founded Reting Monastery in 1057 CE. 



The Four Schools Of Tibetan Buddhism 

• Nyingma:  Has the longest established history of 

transmission of the four major schools.  Its name 

means “Old School.” 

• Kagyu:  The “Line of Oral Instruction,” it is the 

most mystical of the orders. 

• Sakya:  Name for the “Gray Earth” of its founding 

monastery, its early adherents forged links with 

the Mongol Empire. 

• Gelug:  The “Yellow-Hat Order” of the Dalai 

Lamas. 



A gathering of Nyingma School monks at Bodh Gaya in India 



The Nyingmapas regard Padmasambhava as their guide and protector 





The Terma Tradition 

• Termas (“hidden treasures”) refer to the texts and other 

sacred objects concealed by Padmasambhava and his main 

disciple. 

• They are often written in a code (“dakini language”) that can 

only be deciphered by spiritual specialists. 

• These have been found over the centuries by favoured 

tertons (“treasure finders”). 

• Included within the termas is information about special 

hidden valleys – places of power that reward pilgrims with 

religious merit. 



The Kagyu School trace their lineage to the 11th-century CE Indian master Tilopa 



The ruins of the great Buddhist Indian university at Nalanda 



Naropa needed to 

move beyond his 

intellectual mastery 

of Buddhist concepts 

before he could 

begin to fully absorb 

the wisdom of Tilopa 







Milarepa successfully invokes his mother’s vengeance 



A painting 

representing 

different episodes 

from the life of 

Milarepa 



Milarepa 

eventually 

retreated to a cave 

in the mountains 

up above his 

home village 



A practitioner of tummo yoga is wired up by scientists 



It would be 

Milarepa’s disciple 

Gampopa (1079-1153 

CE) who would 

formally establish 

the Kagyupa order 



Yogi Kalu Rinpoche 

(died 1989) was 

revered by many as 

an emanation of 

Milarepa 



Drukpa Kunley 

(1455-1529 CE) was 

perhaps the most 

famous of the 

nyon’pa or holy 

madmen 

occasionally thrust 

up by the 

Kagyupas 





The 17th Karmapa 

attends the 70th 

birthday party for 

the 14th Dalai 

Lama 



The Sakya Monastery was founded in 1073 CE by Konchok Gyelpo 



Sakya Pandita (Kunga 

Gyeltsen) cured the 

Mongol Prince Godan of 

an illness in 1244 and 

thus forged a close 

relationship between the 

Sakya order and the 

Mongols. 



Kublai Khan further 

consolidated the 

priest-patron 

relationship between 

the Sakya masters 

and the Mongol 

rulers, exchanging 

military protection 

for spiritual 

instruction. 



The Sakya order 

emphasizes the 

Lamdre (“Path 

and Fruit”) 

teachings that 

are associated 

with the 9th-

century Indian 

tantric adept 

Virupa 





Monks of the 

Gelug Order 



Tsongkhapa 

(1357-1419) is 

traditionally 

credited with 

founding the 

Gelug order 



The Ganden Monastery became a centre of the Gelug order 



The Mongol chieftain 

Altan Khan conferred 

the title of Dalai Lama 

on Sonam Gyatso in 

the 16th century CE. 



In 1995, the 

Chinese 

government 

arrested the 

newly-

discovered 

young 

Panchen 

Lama 



China’s chosen Panchen Lama 



Holders Of The White Lotus 

• No doubt the most famous aspect of the Gelug 

school is the institution of the Dalai Lama. 

• The Dalai Lamas are regarded as reincarnations 

or as emanations of Avalokiteshvara, the Buddha 

of Compassion. 

• Dalai is the Mongolian word for “ocean” and lama 

means “spiritual teacher” in Tibetan (“Ocean 

Teacher” or “Ocean of Wisdom Teacher”). 

• When Altan Khan named Sonam Gyatso Dalai 

Lama, two previously reincarnations were 

recognized posthumously. 



The Dalai Lamas did not 

rise to become the 

spiritual and political 

leaders of all Tibet until 

the 17th century, when 

Ngawang Losang Gyatso 

(1617-82), the “Great 

Fifth”, unified the three 

provinces of Tibet (the 

Central, South and West).  

He also established 

diplomatic relations with 

the Chinese Manchu 

(Qing) Dynasty. 



The 13th Dalai Lama, Thupten Gyatso, is pictured with the King of Sikkim (1911) 



The present 

Dalai Lama, the 

14th, as a child.  

He was 

identified in 

1937. 



The 

Nechung 

state oracle 

was 

consulted 

by the 

Tibetans 

when the 

Chinese 

invaded in 

1950 



The Dalai Lama escapes from Tibet in 1959 



The 50th anniversary of the Lhasa Uprising is commemorated on March 10, 2009 



Tibetan National Uprising Day is commemorated March 10, 2019 in Mysore 



The Chinese Occupation Of Tibet 

• Following its invasion in the 1950s, China sought 

to replace Buddhism with Communism. 

• Some 6,000 monasteries were destroyed while 

approximately 110,000 monks and nuns were 

tortured and put to death. 

• Probably + 1 million Tibetans have died as a 

result of the invasion. 

• The country was partitioned into three areas. 



Train service was opened into Tibet as ethnic Han were brought in 



A trilingual Chinese government sign posted in Tibet in 1993 





A Tibetan monk self-immolates in Nepal in 2013 



The Dalai Lama at the seat of the Tibetan government-in-exile in Dharamsala 



A monastery at Dharamsala 



An assembly of Tibetan refugees in Karnataka 



Rumtek Monastery in the Indian state of Sikkim 

became the seat of the 16th Karmapa after he fled Tibet  



Tibetan exiles at Rumtek Monastery 



The great Bodnath Stupa in Kathmandu, Nepal 



The Buddhist murals of Mustang are being renovated 



Prayer wheels in the Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan 



Kyichu Lhakhang temple is said to have been built by Songtsen Gampo 





A statue of the Buddha at Mongolia’s Ulaan Baatar 



Buddhism even has some deep historic roots in Russia 





Mount Kailash:  Tibetans picture their land as a sacred mandala 





Samye Monastery:  Monasteries traditionally 

have been built in the shape of a mandala 



The Lhasa’s Potala Palace served as the winter home of the Dalai Lamas 



Potala’s White Palace was constructed during the rule of the Great Fifth 



Lhasa’s Jokhang Temple is Tibet’s most venerated shrine 



The shrine has historically been the storehouse for the 

Buddhist statues brought to Tibet by Sogtsen Gampo’s wives 



The Jowo 

Mikyoe is 

now 

displayed in 

another 

Lhasa 

temple 



Water offerings (yonchap) are placed on a Tibetan Buddhist altar 



Pilgrims prostrate at the Jokhang Temple during Monlam 



A Kumbum Butter Sculpture 



Kumbum Monastery 





The Om Mani Padme Hum mantra of Avalokiteshvara 



Avalokiteshvara 

(also known as 

Chenrezig) is 

probably the most 

important 

deity/bodhissatva 

in the Tibetan 

tradition 



The comparable female deity is Tara, the embodiment of wisdom 



Tsog offerings at Bodh Gaya in India 



Thangka-making is an ancient tantric art form 



Mani stones on 

display in Nepal 





Monks engage in tsod-pa at Drepung Monastery 



Incarnate Masters 

• The term rinpoche (“Precious jewel”) is a 

reverential title given to incarnate masters, who 

are also referred to as tulkus. 

• They are voluntarily re-born lifetime after lifetime 

in the same role to continue to transmit the 

Dharma to others. 

• Before the Chinese invasion, there were some 

3,000 tulkus in Tibet. 

• The authenticity of a tulku is determined 

according to a strict procedure. 







Tibetan Buddhism’s sacred scripture is divided into two collections: 

•  The Kanjur (“Translated Word of the Buddha”) consists of 108 volumes and 

more than 1,000 texts of the Buddha’s teachings. 

•  The Tenjur (“Treatises” contains more than 3,000 commentaries on the 

Kanjur texts in 225 volumes, plus poems and songs of praise, manuals on 

meditation and mandalas, rituals for consecrating monastaries and 

commentaries on doctrine. 



Sacred Texts 

• The first Tibetan written language came into being in the 

7th century in association with Songtsen Gampo’s efforts to 

support Buddhism. 

• Much of Tibetan sacred literature is in the form of esoteric 

sutras and tantra. 

• Tantras original meant “loom” or “weaving.” 

• Many tantras were written in a “twilight language” so that 

only a guru or his initiates could read them. 





The actual Tibetan title of its most famous 

death literature is the Bardo Thodol 

(“Great Liberation Through Hearing in the Between”) 



The Tibetan Concept Of Bardo 

• This refers to the time between death and rebirth. 

• It can last for up to 49 days. 

• Although the process can vary from person to 

person, it is typically divided into three stages that 

will, for most, end with one remaining within the 

grip of samsara, the wheel of death and rebirth. 

• The recitation of the Bardo Thodol into the ear of 

the dead or dying person is meant to help them in 

their journey through the confusing bardo state. 



Tibetan Funeral Customs 

• Corpses are usually wrapped in clean cloth, and 

the orifices are blocked with butter. 

• The corpse is bound with cords made of plant 

fibre to make it incapable of being possessed by a 

zombie. 

• Cremation is generally reserved for religious 

leaders. 

• The most common form of disposal of the corpse 

is “sky burial.” 





A rogyapa prepares the corpse for a particularly naturalistic sky burial 



Preparing the bones for the birds 



A sky burial platform or mandala 







On-lookers are reminded of the truth of the Buddha’s message: 

“All created things are impermanent. 

Strive on with diligence.” 


